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Blossoming Sculpted Earrings
by Carrie Story

Materials
10 grams Fine silver metal clay Brass brush
Non-stick rolling pin Torch or kiln
Playing cards or depth measuring slats Nail files, metal files or baby wipes
Olive oil or Slik balm Plastic wrap
Tissue blade or craft knife Textures
Small coffee straw Non-stick surface
Waterpen

1. Set up your workspace. Anything that comes in contact with the clay should be covered with a light coating of
olive oil or other resist agent. This includes your hands and Teflon mat.

2. Working quickly, roll out the clay using playing cards or measuring slats to regulate thickness. Keep any unused
clay tightly wrapped in a piece of plastic wrap. The finished thickness (post stamping) should be 2 cards thick.
Judge the depth of your stamp, roll your clay 2 cards thicker than your stamp, typically 3-4 cards thick. Impress
texture into clay with rubber stamps or texture sheets. Trim outer shape. Punch holes to hang using a straw.

3. Make another earring base and lay both aside to dry.

4. Roll a small snake roll with your excess clay. Use the waterpen to create paste on top of one of the earring
bases and lay the snake roll on it. Position it with the waterpen. This will be the stem of the flower.

5. Use the designs provided to sculpt your flower on the earring base. Add leaves if desired. Lay aside to dry.
Repeat for the next earring.

6. Set the wet pieces aside to dry. Be certain piece is completely dry before handling it. Check by using a piece of
glass or mirror. The clay is the most fragile in this state. Be careful when handling.

7. If there are any cracks in your piece, this is the time to fill them with a bit of paste on a paint brush. Dry again.
Repeat until the crack is fixed. Support piece on a rubber block as you work. Use sandpaper, nail file or baby
wipes to refine edges. If baby wipes are used, let piece dry again.

8. The clay can be fired in numerous ways; electric kiln, beehive kiln, stovetop, or butane torch. In this class, we
will use the torch. Be sure the piece is completely dry before firing. Firing a wet piece will result in cracking.
During firing, the binder and water burn off and the silver particles fuse, leaving you with 99.9% pure silver. The
firing time and temperature determine the strength and rigidity of the finished product. Insufficient firing will
produce a weak or brittle product. If you overheat the piece, it will melt. However, firing it longer will just make
it stronger. Refer to the clay instructions for firing options.

9. After firing, the silver will have a matte white surface. This is due to the silver particles standing on end from
heat exposure. You can brush with a brass brush for a satin finish. For a shiny finish, use polishing papers or
rotary tool. You can also use the burnishing tool to shine smaller areas. The more time and effort you spend the
better. For polishing papers, start with the coarsest grit, then slowly work your way down to the fine grit.

10. After refining, you can use liver of sulfur or other patina options.
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Sample flower designs:

Anthurium - Make using a heart shaped cutter and insert a small snake roll.

Lily - Make using six marquise shapes, overlap three, add lines to center of petals.

Daffodil - Same as lily, insert small cup in center.
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Dogwood - Make using four heart shapes, add texture to center.

Plumeria - Make using five round shapes, pinch ends together, overlap clockwise.


